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3D Programming for Windows (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
The Windows Presentation Foundation is a key component of .NET Framework 3.0, which is a part of Windows Vista and available for Windows XP. With the Windows Presentation Foundation, 3D images can be displayed regardless of the video-display hardware on the users machine. Focusing on developing user interface objects or simple animations, this book...
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GNU Emacs Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
GNU Emacs is the most popular and widespread of the Emacs family of editors. It is also the most powerful and flexible. Unlike all other text editors, GNU Emacs is a complete working environment -- you can stay within Emacs all day without leaving. The GNU Emacs Pocket Reference is a companion volume to O'Reilly's Learning GNU...
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The Medieval City (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events of the Medieval World)Greenwood Press, 2005
After a long decline in urban life following the fall of the Roman Empire, towns became centers of trade and of liberty during the medieval period. Here, the author describes how, as Europe stabilized after centuries of strife, commerce and the commercial class grew, and urban areas became an important source of revenue into royal coffers. Towns...
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Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest enhancements in Microsoft Visual C# 2008. Visual C#, one of the tools in Microsoft Visual StudioÂ® 2008, is a modern programming language designed to deliver a productive environment for creating business frameworks and reusable object-oriented components. Whether you re a...
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Bioinformatics: Problem Solving ParadigmsSpringer, 2008
There are fundamental principles for problem analysis and algorithm design that are continuously used in bioinformatics. This book concentrates on a clear presentation of these principles, presenting them in a self-contained, mathematically clear and precise manner, and illustrating them with lots of case studies from main fields of bioinformatics...
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Java the UML WayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This textbook was designed for higher education in technological fields where Java and object-orientation form the basis of programming education. This book covers both basic and more advanced programming.

The book assumes a general familiarity with computers, operating systems, and the most common tools (such as, for example, word...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
Join the leagues of thousands of programmers and learn C++ from some of the best. The fifth edition of the best seller Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days, written by Jesse Liberty, a well-known C++ and C# programming manual author and Bradley L. Jones, manager for a number of high profiler developer websites, has been updated to the new...
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Understanding Search Engines: Mathematical Modeling and Text Retrieval (Software, Environments, Tools), Second EditionSIAM, 2005
“There is no other information retrieval/search book where the heart is the mathematical foundations. This book is greatly needed to further establish information retrieval as a serious academic, as well as practical and industrial, area."  	---Jaime Carbonell, Carnegie Mellon University.    “Berry and Browne describe most of what...
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Playing with VideogamesRoutledge, 2008
This book enlarges the discussion of mobility from tools and technologies to employees working in multiple places and between them Matti Vartiainen (Helsinki University of Technology, Finland)     

       Playing with Videogames documents the richly productive, playful and social cultures of videogaming that support, surround and sustain...
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Usability: Turning Technologies into ToolsOxford University Press, 1992
"The book contains much insight." --B. Hazeltine, Computing Reviews
 
"Unusual in that the research it brings together spans the perspectives of cognitive psychology, the sociology of work and technology, work-oriented systems design, computer-supported cooperative work, and human-computer interaction. Although most of...
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Terrorism Informatics: Knowledge Management and Data Mining for Homeland SecuritySpringer, 2008
Terrorism informatics has been defined as the application of advanced methodologies, information fusion and analysis techniques to acquire, integrate process, analyze, and manage the diversity of terrorism-related information for international and homeland security-related applications. The wide variety of methods used in terrorism informatics are...
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